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UNITEA balances elegant form with usability to ensure 

users comfort and ease in their teatime. The collection 

was first introduced 12 years ago, and what continues 

to inspire us are the everyday moments with friends 

and family where we drink tea to converse and relax. 

Selecting fine quality tea leaves and herbs, and 

enjoying the process from preparation can further 

enrich the experience. The new tea warmer, with the 

gentle light of the candle showing through the stainless 

steel mesh, will help to add a pleasant touch to your tea 

scene. 

*Availability of the products vary by country.  

Please check with your local contact.

01 An Elegant Respite 
with UNITEA

UNITEA tea warmer 
UNITEA one touch teapot 720ml 
UNITEA cup small 
SCHALE glass case 100x55mm 
SCHALE glass case 100x85mm 
LEAVES TO TEA tea scoop

http://www.kinto.co.jp/products/unitea/


UNITEA Stories
Enjoy Tea Casually and Freely

THAILAND

Sundance Lounge

"Before choosing what type of tea to drink, it is great 

to know your own mood and state. If you are tired, 

something like a fresh and fruity black tea would be 

great for energizing. In our tea room, we serve each pot 

of tea with a tarot card telling your mood and future, 

and it has been a great way for customers to find a 

personal connection to tea."

/ Pairing suggestion 

We offer quality loose leaf tea with scrumptious cakes 

and macarons. We have eight flavors of macarons to 

pair with eight signature flavored teas. 

@sundancelounge

Tea as an expression

GERMANY

Michelberger Hotel

"Our bar space is a lot of different things to a lot of 

different people, and we encourage people to use it 

how they like. It's the same principle with enjoying 

a pot of tea here - some people come in to have a 

quick and energizing black tea, while others nurse a 

pot of something like our Calmer tea (sage, lavender, 

blackberry leaf, nettle) over the course of a whole 

afternoon. Tea can be a great expression of 

personal choice."

/ Pairing suggestion 

Have a salad or a sandwich, and afterwards enjoy a 

slice of cake and tea. Berliners love fresh ginger tea  

to complete a meal or snack.

@michelberger.cafe.and.bar

NETHERLANDS

4850

"Whether it is tea, coffee or wine, it all comes down to 

taste, aromas and flavors for us. We always try to find 

a suitable beverage and style for everyone. Tea is an 

incredible pairing companion with food, and compared to 

wine there are few combinations that will go completely 

wrong. The best is really to just taste and experiment."

/ Pairing suggestion 

We have been using sencha's and kukicha's in a 

vegetarian ceviche. They give a bit of a fishy, seaweedy 

flavor that is very tasty. 

@4850nl

UNITEA integrates harmoniously into any scene. 

In "UNITEA Stories" we introduce ideas from KINTO partners  

around the world for enjoying tea casually.

Find your own mood

Photography by Judith Dekker

Taste, aroma, and flavor

UNITEA

UNITEA teapot set plastic small, UNITEA strainer holder

UNITEA one touch teapot 460ml 

UNITEA one touch teapot 460ml



See More

More scenes and ideas from 

partners are available on KINTO 

website JOURNAL page.

Sharing the experience

Still House, Hong Kong
@stillhouse.lockhart

02
Relax and Go Wherever  
with DAY OFF TUMBLERUSA

Aldea Coffee

"Our baristas engage in conversation with customers about 

tea during tea preparation. We share what is happening, and 

watch the tea leaves unfurl slowly as the water reaches them. 

Sharing tea with someone is an intimate experience. Serving 

someone their very first cup of tea, or introducing them to the 

world of loose leaf, the overall experience can bond people 

in a way they may have never experienced before."

/ Pairing suggestion 

Nepali Golden Black tea with a vegan peanut butter 

chocolate chip cookie. The depth and earthiness of the tea 

accompany the peanut butter perfectly. 

@aldeacoffee

Contrast, France
@contrast_brunch

Seven Seeds, Australia
@7seedscoffee

Sans Pere, UK
@sanspereofficial

Orenda Valley, China

Frank Laurent Coffee 
Roasters, Malaysia
@franklaurentcoffeeroasters

UNITEA

UNITEA one touch teapot 460ml

http://www.kinto.co.jp/contents/list.php


DAY OFF TUMBLER

DAY OFF TUMBLER is designed for a relaxing 

yet active day off. —Imagine a day trip to a small 

coastal town, carrying just the essentials and 

a tumbler filled with cool water. Taking a stroll 

along the shore, you feel yourself relaxed with 

the calm sound of the waves, the soft sands, 

and the gentle warm sun. Taking a moment to 

sit down, you finally open a book that you have 

been meaning to read. The bright color of the 

tumbler and the refreshing open air will help you 

feel calmer and more inspired.

 
DAY OFF TUMBLER 500ml

KHAKI

MUSTARD

ROSE 

DARK GRAY

WHITE 

NAVY

For an Active yet 
Laid-Back Day Off

Shin Azumi
Established ‘a studio’ in 2005. 

Working with a variety of clients 

on consumer products and 

electronics, his works have 

gained worldwide recognition. 

Awards include several Good 

Design Awards, Classic Innovation 

Award, and Restaurant & Bar 

Design Awards.

DESIGNER

http://www.kinto.co.jp/products/dayofftumbler/


GREEN ROOM, SACCO

03
GREEN ROOM was born to let you enjoy plants in urban 

living. We imagined an effortless lifestyle where you can 

incorporate plants and flowers in your room that have 

been freshly picked from the garden. Observing subtle 

changes in the leaves and flowers, you can slow down 

to appreciate the small things. A single flower vase is 

perfect for casually starting a life with plants. 

GREEN ROOM, 
Enjoy the Beauty of  
a Life with Plants

http://www.kinto.co.jp/products/sacco


GREEN ROOM, SACCO

A single-flower vase with playful and organic form, 

you can enjoy pairing various flowers and plants with 

SACCO. The mouths which are at different angles 

create interesting motion, highlighting the lively and 

delicate expressions of plants. 

SACCO 01, 02, 03

Richly Inviting Spaces 
with Greenery

DESIGNER

Fumie Shibata 
Established DESIGN STUDIO S 

in 1994. Focusing on industrial 

design, her fields of work include 

electronics, household and 

healthcare products, as well 

creative direction of hotel. 



"An elegant flower that blooms in the summer, purple 

meadowsweet has been commonly grown in traditional 

Japanese gardens and has also been used as decoration 

in tea ceremonies. It is suited for the bedside and other 

places for relaxation. Soft feathery flowers and broad 

leaves go well with SACCO 02."

Purple Meadowsweet × SACCO 02 

GREEN ROOM, SACCO

Enjoy arrangements with SACCO. We introduce 

ideas from Mr. Kawaguchi of POINT NEUF in 

Tokyo, noted for their refined plant creations.

"A succulent native to western Europe and Morocco, 

crest aeonium features a rosette of leaves on the stem. 

The unique branch movement can add a nice character 

to your workspace. SACCO 01 pairs nicely with plants 

that have volume towards the tip as well as plants with 

linear stems."

"Leucadedron is native to South Africa and originally 

grows in warm weather. Colorful leaves surround the 

flower, and its unique form would make a nice display 

on your dining table. SACCO 03 compliments organic 

forms and curvy lines of plants."

Accent with Plants

FLOWER ARTIST

 

From 2005, worked 2 years 

in France before establishing 

POINT NEUF. Currently has 

a shop and atelier in Hiroo in 

Tokyo, Japan and is involved in 

a wide range of projects.

Masaaki Kawaguchi

Crest Aeonium × SACCO 01 Leucadedron × SACCO 03
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Check out the KINTO website 

JOURNAL page, where we share 

articles on the lifestyles we imagine 

and our values of "usability" and 

"aesthetics". 

KINTO 
JOURNAL

NEWS PICK UP

On selected dates, we are opening the KINTO 

Tokyo showroom to all visitors who would like 

to see and experience our latest collections. 

Schedule will be updated on KINTO website. 

KINTO Head Office has relocated in Shiga 

prefecture, Japan. Through creating a 

comfortable workspace, we aim to deliver 

even richer experiences to our partners and 

customers.

Tokyo Showroom Open Days Relocation of  Head Office in Shiga

In autumn 2018, KINTO will participate in the 

following exhibitions. 

Maison & Objet [ Paris ] 

September 7 –11 / Parc des Expositions

SCAJ [ Tokyo ] 

September 26–28 / Tokyo Big Site

Exhibition Information
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